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Abstract

Recently, the advancement of self-supervised learning
techniques, like masked autoencoders (MAE), has greatly
influenced visual representation learning for images and
videos. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the predomi-
nant approaches in existing masked image / video modeling
rely excessively on resource-intensive vision transformers
(ViTs) as the feature encoder. In this paper, we propose
a new approach termed as VideoMAC, which combines
video masked autoencoders with resource-friendly Con-
vNets. Specifically, VideoMAC employs symmetric masking
on randomly sampled pairs of video frames. To prevent the
issue of mask pattern dissipation, we utilize ConvNets which
are implemented with sparse convolutional operators as en-
coders. Simultaneously, we present a simple yet effective
masked video modeling (MVM) approach, a dual encoder
architecture comprising an online encoder and an expo-
nential moving average target encoder, aimed to facilitate
inter-frame reconstruction consistency in videos. Addition-
ally, we demonstrate that VideoMAC, empowering classi-
cal (ResNet) / modern (ConvNeXt) convolutional encoders
to harness the benefits of MVM, outperforms ViT-based ap-
proaches on downstream tasks, including video object seg-
mentation (+5.2% / 6.4% J&F), body part propagation
(+6.3% / 3.1% mIoU), and human pose tracking (+10.2% /
11.1% PCK@0.1).

1. Introduction

Spurred by the success of masked language modeling in nat-
ural language processing [3, 10, 12], transformer-based vi-
sual models, notably vision transformers (ViT) [14] adopt
masked image modeling (MIM) are attracting attention [1,
2, 15, 23, 34, 67]. This strategy involves masking or cor-
rupting a portion of information within an image and then
requiring the model to recover the masked portion, encour-
aging the model to learn useful image representations.
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Figure 1. State-of-the-art MAE architectures (e.g., MAE-ST [16]
and SiamMAE [20]) in masked video modeling commonly em-
ploy ViT-based encoders. We propose VideoMAC, a new video
masked autoencoder built using pure ConvNets. In this study, we
model VideoMAC with two of the most emblematic families of
ConvNets, namely ConvNeXtv2 [64] and ResNet [21]. Notably,
VideoMAC exhibits superior performance on a range of down-
stream tasks, e.g., video object segmentation on DAVIS17 [46],
body part propagation on VIP [73], and human pose tracking on
JHMDB [26], compared to ViT-based methods [16, 20].

With the successful application of MIM, some pioneer-
ing works [16, 56] have shifted the focus of video represen-
tation learning to masked video modeling (MVM), yield-
ing promising results in downstream video tasks. However,
features learned by MVM are designed explicitly for pixel
reconstruction tasks. They perform well when fine-tuned
for downstream video tasks but exhibit subpar performance
without specific fine-tuning [20]. Their performance is even
inferior to MIM methods [23, 30], and it lags significantly
behind supervised methods [21, 36].

We strive to discern the factors contributing to this issue.
To the best of our knowledge, most current MVM methods
are based on the isotropic design of ViT [16, 20, 56, 65].
The reason is that early MIM / MVM methods are explic-
itly developed for ViT, as they allow the use of only visi-
ble patches as the sole input to the encoder, which aligns
well with the ViT architecture. For instance, the representa-
tive approach, masked autoencoders (MAE) [23], enhances
the efficiency and effectiveness of model pre-training by fo-
cusing predominantly on the unmasked regions. However,
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Figure 2. Visualization of the heatmap during the reconstruction
of masked patches in a random frame pair. It is evident that our ap-
proach highlights similar regions for both (a) past and (b) current
frames, proficiently reconstructing colors and contours.

previous MVM approaches [16, 56], confined by the plain
vision transformer design devoid of a hierarchical structure
tend to result in inadequate spatial modeling capabilities for
local features [17, 35, 49, 62, 70]. Such capabilities are cru-
cial for dense downstream tasks like segmentation and de-
tection. Moreover, the uniform reliance on ViT in existing
MVM methods has resulted in significant computational re-
source consumption [16, 56, 58]. One might first consider
ConvNets [21, 28, 29, 36, 50, 53], characterized by their low
resource consumption and built-in hierarchical structure, as
an ideal solution to tackle the aforementioned issues. Nev-
ertheless, ConvNets appears understudied in MVM. Conse-
quently, it raises the question: can ConvNets, endowed with
a pyramid vision architecture, guide MVM towards the era
of hierarchical pre-training?

To address this concern, we propose a simple yet potent
MVM approach, referred to as Video Masked Autoencoders
with ConvNets (VideoMAC). Uniquely, our method repre-
sents an initial endeavor to supplement video pre-training
by integrating hierarchical ConvNets. However, applying
ConvNets to MVM proves more complex than utilizing
ViTs. Typical ConvNets might be incompatible with MVM
due to the employment of dense sliding windows with over-
lap, resulting in information leakage within masked regions.
To efficiently incorporate mask modeling into ConvNets,
we opt for sparse convolution over dense convolution to re-
structure the original ConvNets, an approach validated in
recent studies [54, 64] to effectively maintain the structure
of the masked region when utilizing ConvNets. Another
hurdle for MVM is the effective incorporation of temporal
data. Current MVM pre-training methods [16, 56] involv-
ing multi-frame inputs are primarily used in downstream
resource-intensive tasks such as video action recognition.
Although methods using two-frame inputs for pre-training
lower resource usage [20, 65], they typically employ the
Siamese architecture, necessitating robust skills for design-
ing reconstruction targets. Importantly, all aforementioned
methods utilize computationally intensive, non-hierarchical
ViT [14] as their encoders. To this end, we utilize pairs
of frames as inputs and introduce the reconstruction consis-

tency loss, a streamlined extension of MAE to accommo-
date spatio-temporal data. We formulate online networks
through gradient optimization and establish target networks
by updating parameters via an exponential moving aver-
age (EMA). This allows for individual recovery of masked
frame pairs and computation of the reconstruction consis-
tency loss between them. As illustrated in Fig. 2, our ap-
proach can focus on similar regions between two frames
and reconstruct the masked portions efficiently.

Notably, our approach transcends previous state-of-the-
art techniques in three downstream tasks, e.g., video object
segmentation on DAVIS17 [46], body part propagation on
VIP [73], and human pose tracking on JHMDB [26]. More-
over, we present promising results utilizing VideoMAC in
fine-tuning for image recognition on ImageNet1K [11]. To
summarize, our main contributions of this work include:

• We propose a simple yet potent solution of masked
video autoencoders, marking the initial endeavor to
successfully implement MVM using pure ConvNets.

• We introduce the reconstruction consistency loss to en-
able elegant modeling of spatio-temporal data.

• Our approach significantly outperforms existing ViT-
based MVM methods in various downstream tasks.

While the focus of the computer vision community
is increasingly shifting towards vision transformers, we
trust that VideoMAC will rekindle interest in exploring
ConvNet-based MVM, thereby catalyzing the discovery of
new potentials across a variety of video tasks.

2. Related Work
Masked Image Modeling. Self-supervised learning (SSL)
has been rapidly developing in computer vision, demon-
strating substantial potential for deriving valuable represen-
tations from extensive, unlabeled datasets. A key advantage
of SSL [2, 5–8, 18, 22, 48, 57, 69, 72] is its independence
from costly human annotations, thereby providing robust
prior knowledge across various visual tasks. The success
of masked language modeling in NLP [3, 10, 12, 13, 47]
has catalyzed a rising interest in masked image modeling
(MIM) for visual pre-training. This strategy involves mask-
ing or corrupting a portion of information within an image
and then requiring the model to recover the masked por-
tion, encouraging the model to learn useful image represen-
tations [2, 23, 67]. Notably, pioneering works [54, 64] have
recently applied ConvNets to MIM pre-training, paving the
way for masking modeling methods based on ConvNets.
Masked Video Modeling. Recently, researchers have em-
barked on exploring MVM approaches [16, 19, 65, 66] to
comprehend unsupervised video representations, exhibiting
effectiveness across a multitude of downstream tasks [4,
25, 31, 32, 40–44, 60, 61, 71, 74, 75]. However, current
MVM methodologies [20, 56, 58, 59] primarily depend on
the isotropic ViT, a visual backbone compatible with mask-
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ing modeling. Furthermore, these ViT-based MVM strate-
gies may encounter challenges with inadequate local fea-
ture modeling when dealing with dense tasks such as seg-
mentation and detection due to their non-hierarchical struc-
ture [35, 37, 62, 70]. To the best of our knowledge, no
MVM approaches are explicitly designed for hierarchical
network-based architectures, especially ConvNets.

It is worth noting that while the isotropic ViT is well
suited for the implementation of MVM methods [16, 19,
56], this is exceptionally difficult for ConvNets. In this pa-
per, our VideoMAC is committed to developing an efficient
video pre-training tool that can equip ConvNets with supe-
rior, or at least comparable, performance to ViTs.

3. Approach
Our VideoMAC builds upon MAE [23] and, pioneeringly,
facilitates masked video modeling with a purely convolu-
tional architecture. As depicted in Fig. 3, VideoMAC is
designed to reconstruct masked patches, which are ran-
domly and symmetrically masked on frame pairs at a high
masking ratio (0.75 as used in this study). The framework
achieves such reconstructions by exclusively delivering vis-
ible patches to both the online and target encoders. In this
section, we describe its main components in detail.

3.1. Preliminaries

Recently, masked autoencoders (MAE) [23] introduces a
novel methodology to the domain of self-supervised visual
representation learning. The primary process involves train-
ing a model to reconstruct masked areas in images whose
contents are partially occluded. The fundamental architec-
ture of a standard MAE model is composed of three core
elements: the masking design, an encoder, and a decoder.
In mathematical terms, given an image I ∈3×H×W , the
MAE model patchifies I into N distinct, non-overlapping
patches, represented by Î ∈N×(P 2×3), each with a size of
P . Masks are randomly applied to a subset of these patches,
denoted by the subset M.

The encoder fE processes the visible patches V , produc-
ing latent representations that are represented as z = fE(V).
Then, the decoder fD attempts to restore the masked subset
M utilizing these latent representations, generating O =

fD(z;M), where O ∈N×(P 2×3) depicts the reconstructed
patches. The MAE model utilizes the mean-squared error
(MSE) to compute the reconstruction loss Lrec, which is
solely calculated based on the masked patches and is for-
mulated as Lrec =

1
|M|

∑
i∈M ||Îi −Oi||22.

3.2. Video Masked Autoencoder with ConvNets

Masking. In this work, we randomly select two consecutive
frames, I(1), I(2) ∈3×H×W , and divide them into N non-
overlapping patches, represented as Î(1), Î(2) ∈N×(P 2×3).
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Figure 3. An illustration of VideoMAC for ConvNet-based MVM.
During pre-training, we mask 75% of symmetric patches from two
frames randomly. In our VideoMAC, the MVM of frame pairs is
achieved by an online network optimized by gradients (■, online
loss Lo) and a target network updated by EMA (■, target loss Lt).
Lc is computed as the reconstruction consistency loss between re-
constructed patches of frame pairs.

Regarding the mask configuration, our approach adopts
symmetric masking (Table 3d) to guarantee consistency
in the positions of the masked areas between frame pairs.
Given the consecutive frames, M(1) and M(2) constitute
the subsets of masked patches, whereas V(1) and V(2) cor-
respond to the visible patches.

It is inherent that images and videos possess a greater
level of information redundancy [16, 22] compared to lan-
guages. Accordingly, we employ a masking ratio of 0.75
(Table 4f) in our methodology. Subsequent empirical analy-
ses (Sec. 4.2) have demonstrated an improvement in perfor-
mance with higher masking ratios. Nevertheless, employ-
ing excessively high masking ratios may induce the risk of
training collapse, thereby leading to sudden and substantial
decreases in model performance.
MAC Encoder. In ViT-based models, the prevention of in-
formation leakage from masked regions is comparatively
straightforward [64, 70]. These models solely employ the
visible patches as the exclusive input to the encoder, thereby
allowing ViT-based approaches [16, 20, 56, 65] to amplify
the efficiency and efficacy of model pre-training by concen-
trating dedicatedly on unmasked regions during this phase.
In contrast, achieving a similar task with ConvNets poses
a more intricate dilemma, necessitating the maintenance
of the 2D image structure. There are two naive solutions:
(i) the instigation of learnable masked markers at the input
stage, and (ii) the transformation of the hierarchical convo-
lutional network into an isotropic structure [36] that mirrors
the ViT-style technique (Table 2). Regardless, both strate-
gies may decrease pre-training efficiency and possibly en-
gender inconsistencies between training and testing.

This paper is at the forefront of proposing an entirely
ConvNet-based MVM approach to address this challenge.
Drawing inspiration from [54, 64], we utilize sparse convo-
lutional networks to develop a masked autoencoder, which
usurps traditional dense convolution. This strategy aims to
meet three primary goals: (i) maintaining the structural in-
tegrity of the image during feature encoding, (ii) preventing
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mask dissipation in the course of hierarchical convolution,
and (iii) markedly amplifying the computational efficiency
of MVM. Specifically, our VideoMAC uses a fully convo-
lutional architecture. Conventionally, ConvNets are struc-
tured with four stages, where the resolution of features is
halved after each stage, representing a patch size of 32. For
an input frame size of 224 × 224, the features are sequen-
tially downsampled at every stage to achieve resolutions of
56× 56, 28× 28, 14× 14, and 7× 7, respectively. Subse-
quently, masks are produced and recursively upsampled to
the highest resolution (i.e., 56× 56) in the final stage.

Current MVMs typically necessitate significant com-
putational resources, posing a challenge for practical ap-
plications. Our strategy, which substitutes ConvNets for
ViTs, does mitigate computational complexity. Further-
more, studying existing MVM methods, we observe that to
capture temporal signals within videos, most methods either
utilize multi-frame data input or opt for a siamese encoder
structure. We diverge from these widespread strategies and
instead adopt a more resource-efficient method, namely the
online-target encoder architecture (Fig. 3), commonly ap-
plied in self-supervised image representation learning. The
target encoder’s weights are updated by the online encoder
via EMA. This architectural integration into our MVM en-
coding process results in three-fold advantages: (i) con-
siderable reduction of computational complexity, (ii) joint
optimization of frame-to-feature representation by the on-
line and target encoders, and (iii) simplicity in incorporat-
ing existing ConvNets into our framework, thus improving
the performance of downstream tasks. Consequently, vis-
ible patches V(1) and V(2) of consecutive frames are pro-
cessed by the online encoder fo

E and the target encoder
f t
E to generate latent representations z(1) = fo

E (V(1)) and
z(2) = f t

E(V(2)), respectively.
MAC Decoder. Unlike previous methods that utilize hier-
archical decoders [54, 55] or transformer decoders[16, 33,
56], our VideoMAC implements a lightweight decoder de-
rived from the ConvNeXt block [36]. This simplifies the
design and bolsters the efficiency of the pre-training pro-
cess. Analogous to our encoder, we construct an online de-
coder fo

D and a target decoder f t
D, further employing EMA

for parameter updates (Fig. 3). Given the latent represen-
tations z(1) and z(2) from two successive frames, decoders
fo
D and f t

D reconstruct masked patches M(1) and M(2) to
yield O(1) = fo

D(z
(1);M(1)) and O(2) = f t

D(z
(2);M(2)),

respectively. In this paper, we employ a single-block design
for the decoder, with the decoder feature projection dimen-
sion set to 512. Detailed ablation analysis can be found in
Sec. 4.2, and Tables 3b and 3c.
Reconstruction Consistency. In line with the majority of
MAE-based methods, we compute the Mean Squared Error
(MSE) between the reconstituted and original images to as-
sess the reconstruction loss. We elect to aim for each patch

of normalized pixels, executing the loss calculation solely
for masked patches. As a result, we synchronize the values
of normalized pixels within each image patch, applying the
loss function exclusively to those patches subject to mask-
ing. Significantly, our VideoMAC yields two frames of re-
constructed results from both the online and target encoders,
necessitating individual loss computations:

Lo =
1

|M(1)|
∑

i∈M(1)

||Î(1)
i −O

(1)
i ||22,

Lt =
1

|M(2)|
∑

i∈M(2)

||Î(2)
i −O

(2)
i ||22,

(1)

where Lo and Lt denote online and target losses corre-
spondingly. Due to the correlation between consecutive
video frames, we pursue temporal consistency in addition to
the reconstruction loss. Here, we introduce an intuitive as-
sumption: if the pixel deviation between the two raw frames
tends to a particular value, denoted as ϵ, it is inferred that the
divergence between the reconstructed frames should also
trend towards ϵ. Based on this assumption, we can estimate
the reconstruction consistency between two frames and use
it as a proxy for temporal consistency. Hence, the recon-
struction consistency loss Lc is thus expressed as:

Lc =
1

|M(1)|
∑

i∈M(1), j∈M(2)

||O(1)
i −O

(2)
j ||22, (2)

where |M(1)| can be substituted by |M(2)|, courtesy of our
utilization of symmetric masking. Ultimately, our approach
culminates in a total loss expressed as:

Ltotal = Lo + Lt + γLc, (3)

with γ symbolizing the weight factor of the consistency loss
(see Table 4e and Fig. 7 for detailed analysis). Accordingly,
our approach, VideoMAC, accomplishes the realization of
a fully convolutional network MVM. Moreover, the recon-
struction consistency loss introduced in this paper provides
a promising solution for modeling spatio-temporal data.

3.3. Implementation

Architecture. Our VideoMAC possesses the adaptability to
employ any convolutional network the an encoder. To per-
mit a fair comparison, we choose two representative con-
volutional networks for our experiments: ResNet (RN) [21]
and ConvNeXtv2 (CNXv2) [64]. Although RN50 (26M)
and CNXv2-S (50M) serve as the primary experimental
models, we further investigate models of diverse sizes (Ta-
bles 2, 3a and 5). In this paper, the decoder component
involves a readily available ConvNeXt block [36], thereby
dispensing with the necessity for intricate network design.
During pre-training, we employ an encoder implemented
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Method Type Backbone Training dataset Epoch DAVIS17 [46] VIP [73] JHMDB [26]
J&Fm Jm Fm mIoU PCK@0.1 PCK@0.2

Supervised [21]CVPR16 SL RN50 IN1K ( 1.28M , - ) 100 66.0 63.7 68.4 39.5 59.2 78.3
DenseCL [63]CVPR21 CL RN50 IN1K ( 1.28M , - ) 200 61.1 59.8 62.6 32.5 56.1 78.0
DINO [6]ICCV21 CL ViT-S/16 IN1K ( 1.28M , - ) 800 61.8 60.2 63.4 36.2 45.6 75.0
ODIN2 [24]ECCV22 CL RN50 IN1K ( 1.28M , - ) 1000 54.1 54.3 53.9 - - -
CrOC [52]CVPR23 CL ViT-S/16 IN1K ( 1.28M , - ) 300 44.7 43.5 45.9 26.1 - -
MAE [23]CVPR22 MIM ViT-B/16 IN1K ( 1.28M , - ) 1600 53.5 52.1 55.0 28.1 44.6 73.4
FCMAE [64]CVPR23 MIM CNXv2-B IN1K ( 1.28M , - ) 1600 43.7 41.9 45.5 24.9 51.7 74.2
RC-MAE [30]ICLR23 MIM ViT-S/16 IN1K ( 1.28M , - ) 1600 49.2 48.9 50.5 29.7 43.2 72.3
SparK [54]ICLR23 MIM RN50 IN1K ( 1.28M , - ) 1600 55.6 56.3 54.9 32.8 52.9 75.2
MAE-ST [16]NeurIPS22 MVM ViT-L/16 K400 ( - , 800 hours) 1600 54.6 55.5 53.6 33.2 44.4 72.5
VideoMAE [56]NeurIPS22 MVM ViT-S/16 K400 ( - , 800 hours) 1600 39.3 39.7 38.9 22.3 41.0 67.9
DropMAE [65]CVPR23 MVM ViT-B/16 K400 ( - , 800 hours) 1600 53.4 51.8 55.0 31.1 42.3 69.2
SiamMAE [20]NeurIPS23 MVM ViT-S/16 K400 ( - , 800 hours) 2000 62.0 60.3 63.7 37.3 47.0 76.1
Ours
VideoMAC MVM RN50 YT18 ( - , 5.58 hours) 100 67.2 64.9 69.5 43.6 57.2 79.2
VideoMAC MVM CNXv2-S YT18 ( - , 5.58 hours) 100 68.4 65.3 71.4 40.4 58.1 80.0

SL: Supervised Learning. CL: Contrastive Learning. IN1K: ImageNet1K [11]. K400: Kinetics-400 [27]. YT18: YouTube-VOS 2018 [68].
Table 1. Comparing VideoMAC with previous supervised and self-supervised approaches (SL, CL, MIM, and MVM) on downstream
tasks, e.g., video object segmentation on DAVIS17 [46], body part propagation on VIP [73], and human pose tracking on JHMDB [26].

MVM Method Resolution #Param. FLOPs J&Fm

Iso. ViT Backbone
MAE-ST [16] 14× 14 304M 61.6G 54.6
VideoMAE [56] 14× 14 22M 4.6G 39.3
DropMAE [65] 14× 14 87M 17.6G 53.4
SiamMAE [20] 14× 14 22M 4.6G 62.0
Iso. ConvNet Backbone
VideoMAC (CNXv2-S†) 14× 14 22M 4.3G 53.8
Hie. ConvNet Backbone
VideoMAC (RN18) 7× 7 12M 1.8G 64.7
VideoMAC (RN50) 7× 7 26M 4.1G 67.2
VideoMAC (CNXv2-T) 7× 7 29M 4.5G 67.5
VideoMAC (CNXv2-S) 7× 7 50M 8.7G 68.4

Table 2. Comparisons with isotropic (iso.) and hierarchical
(hie.) based MVM methods. ‘†’ denotes our modified ios. version.

with the MinkowskiEngine sparse convolution library [9].
It’s noteworthy that the sparse convolution layer can be
seamlessly converted back to a standard convolution layer
in downstream tasks without requiring additional processes.
Pre-training. Different from previous methods that pre-
train on the large-scale video dataset K400 [27], VideoMAC
pre-trains on YouTube-VOS [68] for 100 epochs, leading
to a significant reduction in pre-training time by over 140
times. During VideoMAC pre-training, the standard input
comprises two frames with a spatial size of 224×224 pixels.
The frame interval for this study is determined to be 1 (Ta-
ble 4c), implying consecutive frames are chosen. We em-
ploy minimal data augmentation, encompassing only ran-
dom resized cropping and horizontal flipping. A masking
ratio of 0.75 is utilized to pre-train our models. We conduct
training using an AdamW optimizer [39] with a batch size
of 512 and a learning rate of 2e-3. Cosine decay [38] is
applied to adjust the learning rate.
Downstream Tasks. To gauge the efficacy of VideoMAC
at video representation learning, we undertake comprehen-
sive experiments on three video downstream tasks, namely
video object segmentation, body part propagation, and hu-

man pose tracking (Table 1). We also investigate the per-
formance of image recognition through video pre-training.
Specifically, our backbone is pre-trained on video data and
then fine-tuned on ImageNet1K [11] (Table 5).

4. Experiments
This section begins with assessing VideoMAC’s perfor-
mance in three downstream tasks, comparing it to previous
state-of-the-art methods. Subsequently, we conduct exten-
sive ablation studies to elucidate the effectiveness of our
proposed approach. The final part of this section explores
VideoMAC’s ability for image recognition, accompanied by
a visualization of the reconstruction results.

4.1. Comparison with Previous methods

Video Object Segmentation. We evaluate VideoMAC on
the popular DAVIS17 [46] dataset, which includes a valida-
tion set comprising 30 videos. Our evaluation methodology
aligns with [6, 25], and we report the typical evaluation met-
rics [45], including the mean region similarity Jm, the mean
boundary accuracy Fm, and their average values J&Fm.
As shown in Table 1, our VideoMAC achieves state-of-the-
art results for video object segmentation. With a smaller
video training dataset and fewer training epochs, both our
VideoMAC models (i.e., CNXv2-S and RN50) surpass the
SiamMAE [20] by 6.4% and 5.2%, respectively, in terms
of J&Fm. It’s worth noting that our approach achieves
superior performance to supervised method [21] based on
MVM, with improvements of 2.4% and 1.4%, respec-
tively. Owing to the hierarchical feature extraction capabil-
ities inherent in ConvNets, our approach demonstrates su-
perior proficiency in spatial information extraction in con-
trast to ViT-based MVM methods [16, 20, 56, 65]. Concur-
rently, the introduced reconstruction consistency framework
strengthens the acquisition of temporal correlations.
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(a) Video Object Segmentation

(b) Body Part Propagation

(c) Human Pose Tracking
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Figure 4. Qualitative results of our VideoMAC (using CNXv2-S) for three video downstream tasks: (a) video object segmentation on
DAVIS17 [46]), (b) body part propagation on VIP [73], and (c) human pose tracking on JHMDB [26].

Backbone J&Fm Jm Fm

R18 64.7 62.8 66.5
R50 67.2 64.9 69.5
CNXv2-T 67.5 64.4 70.6
CNXv2-S 68.4 65.3 71.4

(a) Encoder type. VideoMAC is compatible
with both classical and modern ConvNets.

Blocks J&Fm Jm Fm

1 68.4 65.3 71.4
2 68.2 65.2 71.2
4 68.3 65.4 71.2
8 68.1 65.2 71.0

(b) Decoder depth. One block achieves com-
petitive performance and efficiency.

Dim. J&Fm Jm Fm

128 67.9 64.8 71.0
256 68.2 65.3 71.1
512 68.4 65.3 71.4

1024 68.1 65.0 71.2
(c) Decoder width. A decoder width of 512
delivers the best performance.

Masking J&Fm Jm Fm

Asym. 66.5 63.4 69.6
Sym. 68.4 65.3 71.4

(d) Masking design. Symmetric (sym.) mask-
ing outperforms asymmetric (asym.) one.

Table 3. VideoMAC encoder and decoder ablation experiments on DAVIS17 [46].
We report ablation results for two of the most emblematic families of ConvNets. Unless
specified otherwise, the encoder is CNXv2-S in default. ‘Dim’ indicates the number of
decoder dimensions. Default settings employed in this paper are marked in blue .

Input
Mask

Dense Conv.
1st 2nd

Sparse Conv.
1st 2nd

Figure 5. For masked modeling, dense con-
volution usually results in the dissipation of
mask structures. The deployment of sparse
convolution proves to be an effective solu-
tion, enabling ConvNet-based MIM / MVM.

Body Part Propagation. We evaluate VideoMAC on the
Video Instance Parsing (VIP) dataset [73], and the quantita-
tive results, measured by mIoU, are detailed in Table 1. This
validation set comprises of 50 videos that concentrate on the
propagation of 19 body parts, such as arms and legs, thereby
necessitating a heightened level of precision in matching
as compared to video object segmentation. We adhere to
the same parameters as [25], adjusting the video frames to
560 × 560 dimensions. In the case of body part propaga-
tion, two variants of our VideoMAC demonstrate improve-
ments by 3.1% (CNXv2-S) and 6.3% (RN50), respectively,
in comparison with the top-performing SiamMAE [20] in
MVM. Significantly, our RN50-based model outperforms
CNXv2-S on the VIP dataset [73] due to the higher dimen-
sionality of RN50 features (2048 vs. 768), which benefits
complex tasks and improves accuracy in mask propagation.
Human Pose Tracking. We conduct the human pose track-
ing task on the validation set of JHMDB [26], which in-
cludes 268 videos and entails detecting 15 human key-
points. Conforming to the protocol delineated in [25], we
resize video frames to a resolution of 320×320, and employ

the Possibility of Correct Keypoints (PCK) metric [51] for
quantitative evaluation. As shown in Table 1, both variants
(i.e., RN50 and CNXv2-S) of our VideoMAC outperforms
all MVM methods in terms of PCK@0.1 and PCK@0.2.
Qualitative results. As depicted in Fig. 4, we present the
qualitative results of mask propagation achieved by Video-
MAC on three downstream tasks. Our VideoMAC yields
notable performance across a spectrum of complex videos.

4.2. Ablation Studies

In this section, we conduct extensive ablation studies to an-
alyze the component design of our VideoMAC.
Encoder design: hierarchical vs. isotropic. In this ab-
lation study, we scrutinize diverse encoder architectures to
our VideoMAC, i.e., hierarchical and isotropic designs. Pre-
cisely, we adopted the ViT [14] design principles and re-
structured the CNXv2-S backbone from having a hierarchi-
cal structure into an isotropic one. This implies the creation
of an architecture devoid of downsampling layers, ensur-
ing consistent feature resolution (e.g., 14 × 14) through-
out all depths. As shown in Table 2, the performance dif-
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Dataset Size J&Fm Jm Fm

YT18 [68] 5.58 hours 68.4 65.3 71.4
K4001 [27] 800 hours 67.8 65.2 70.3

(a) Training Dataset. Our VideoMAC pre-trained on YT18
yields better performance and efficiency compared to K400.

Augmentation J&Fm Jm Fm

spatial 68.4 65.3 71.4
color 64.9 61.8 68.0
spatial + color 66.1 62.9 69.3

(b) Data augmentation. Minimal data augmenta-
tion achieves the best performance.

Gap J&Fm Jm Fm

1 68.4 65.3 71.4
5 66.4 63.5 69.2
10 63.2 60.4 65.9

(c) Frame gap. Video pairs with one
frame gap perform the best results.

Lc Lt J&Fm Jm Fm

✗ ✗ 51.1 52.2 50.0
✗ ✓ 60.6 56.3 64.9
✓ ✗ 63.4 63.4 68.7
✓ ✓ 68.4 65.3 71.4

(d) Model loss. VideoMAC utilizes consistency
loss Lc and target loss Lt for the best.

Consistency J&Fm Jm Fm

γ=0.0 60.6 56.3 64.9
γ=0.1 64.8 62.0 67.6
γ=0.5 65.8 63.2 68.5
γ=1.0 68.4 65.3 71.4

(e) Reconstruction consistency. When γ is set
to 1.0, the consistency loss works the best.

Masking ratio J&Fm Jm Fm

0.65 66.5 63.8 69.1
0.75 68.4 65.3 71.4
0.85 68.3 65.3 71.3
0.95 60.3 59.7 60.9

(f) Masking ratio. Our VideoMAC uses a masking
ratio of 0.75 for the highest performance.

Table 4. VideoMAC ablations on data, loss, and masking ratio configuration. We report two official metrics Jm and Fm on DAVIS17 [46].

Figure 6. Analysis of individual loss components after Video-
MAC pre-training 100 epochs on YouTube-VOS 2018 [68].

ference between our VideoMAC (iso.) and the ViT-based
MVM methods (e.g., VideoMAE [56] and DropMAE [65])
is marginal. By maintaining the hierarchical structure of
ConvNets within VideoMAC models (hie.), we improve the
performance significantly, even though their feature resolu-
tion (i.e., 7 × 7) is merely half that of the ViT-based mod-
els [16, 20, 56, 65]. This can be ascribed to ConvNets’ ca-
pacity to preserve multi-scale spatial information.
Encoder backbone: classical and modern. For our study,
we incorporate two emblematic ConvNet families, i.e.,
ResNets [21] and ConvNeXts [36, 64]. As shown in Ta-
ble 3a, we substitute dense convolution with sparse convo-
lution in the baseline ConvNets. This adaptation seamlessly
dovetails into our VideoMAC framework, thereby facilitat-
ing a ConvNet-based MVM. In addition, Fig. 5 highlights
the influence of employing dense and sparse convolution
on masks. It is apparent that sparse convolution effectively
safeguards the structural integrity of the mask, thus enabling
the integration of MAE pre-training within ConvNets.
Decoder design: blocks and dimensions. Adhering to a
simplistic design principle, our VideoMAC adopts the de-
coder from the purely convolutional network structure de-
ployed in ConvNeXt [36]. We conduct ablation experiments
focusing on the depth and width of the decoder, with the re-
sults detailed in Tables 3b and 3c. The decoder exhibits
competitive results with a single block and 512 dimensions,
striking a trade-off between performance and efficiency.
Masking design: asymmetric vs. symmetric. In Table 3d,
we investigate the impact of two masking strategies, namely

Figure 7. Consistency loss in relation to γ (left: identical encoder,
CNXv2-S) and encoders (right: identical weight factor, γ = 1.0).

asymmetric (same masking ratio but different locations)
and symmetric (same masking ratio and locations), on per-
formance. Compared to asymmetric masking, symmet-
ric masking simplifies the calculation of the reconstruction
loss, as it covers the entire masked area. Moreover, it fa-
cilitates the inclusion of more reconstruction regions in the
loss calculation, resulting in faster model convergence.
Data setting: dataset, augmentation, and gap. To as-
sess the influence of different video datasets, Table 4a
presents the results of pre-training our VideoMAC on both
YT18 [68] and K4001 [27]. The ablation results of Video-
MAC on the two datasets differ by just 0.6%, demonstrat-
ing the robustness and adaptability of our method to differ-
ent datasets. For data augmentation, as shown in Table 4b,
our VideoMAC achieves the best results using only spatial
strategy, i.e., random resized cropping and horizontal flip-
ping. Additionally, we conduct an ablation study on the
frame gap, and the optimal results are obtained with con-
secutive frames (i.e., the gap is 1), as indicated in Table 4c.
The contribution of Lc and Lt. Previous MVM meth-
ods predominantly rely on a single loss, i.e., the recon-
struction loss, necessitating multiple frames to be simul-
taneously processed by the model. In contrast, our study
utilizes a more computation-friendly strategy by inputting
frame pairs into two separate encoders, followed by param-
eter updates using EMA. Consequently, we introduce two
distinct loss terms: online Lo and target Lt reconstruction
losses. Furthermore, to integrate temporal information, we

1K400 is sampled to match YT18’s training data volume.
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Input Masked Reconstructed Input Masked Reconstructed Input Masked Reconstructed Input Masked Reconstructed

Figure 8. Visualization of reconstruction examples using a pre-trained VideoMAC (CNXv2-S) model with 0.75 masking ratio. These
frames are randomly selected from the validation set of YT18 [68] and masked 60% of patches.

compute the loss between the reconstructed results of frame
pairs, colloquially known as the reconstruction consistency
loss Lc. As shown in Table 4d, Lt and Lc improve 9.5%
and 12.3% in terms of J&Fm, respectively, with the full
VideoMAC model yielding the best results. The diverse loss
components during pre-training are illustrated in Fig. 6.
The effect of weight factor γ. To investigate the impact
of the weight factor on reconstruction consistency loss Lc,
we conduct experiments with different factor settings, i.e.,
γ ∈ {0.0, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0}. As illustrated in Table 4e, superior
performance is attained when γ approximates to 1. When
γ equals 0, which signifies the absence of the reconstruc-
tion consistency loss term, a detrimental effect on perfor-
mance is noticeable. Simultaneously, we record Lc for vari-
ous weight factors during pre-training, as depicted in Fig. 7.
It becomes evident that an elevated value of γ results in a
lesser loss. Ultimately, both the R50 and CNXv2-S models
converge to comparable final losses. It is noteworthy that
Lc presents an initial decrease, succeeded by an increase,
and ultimately reaches convergence, which aligns with the
description in Eq. (2), implying that the ultimate reconstruc-
tion results between two frames converge to ϵ.
The impact of masking ratio. An ablation analysis of the
masking ratio is conducted, and the results for our Video-
MAC models (CNXv2-S) are documented in Table 4f. Ab-
lation results portray a performance pattern that first as-
cends and subsequently descends with increasing masking
ratios. Noticeably, the performance of our approach expe-
riences a drastic decline at a 0.95 masking ratio caused by
overfitting to the self-supervised pretext task.

4.3. Additional Experiments

VideoMAC for Image Recognition. As shown in Ta-
ble 5, utilizing CNXv1-T [36] / CNXv2-T [64] pre-trained
by our VideoMAC on YT18 [68], we achieve 82.3% /
82.9% accuracy on IN1K [11] image classification. In com-
parison to CNXv1-T and CNXv2-T trained from scratch,
our approach improves the image recognition results by
0.2% and 0.4%. Remarkably, the performance garnered by
VideoMAC (MVM) is proximate to or commensurate with
the state-of-the-art ConvNet-based MIM methods [54, 64].
Given the pre-training cost (100 epochs vs. 1600 epochs)
and the domain gap (video vs. image), we regard this im-

Method Backbone PT epoch PT data FT acc.
Supervised [36] CNXv1-T - - 82.1
FCMAE [64] CNXv1-T 1600 IN1K 82.3 (+0.2)
Spark [54] CNXv1-T 1600 IN1K 82.4 (+0.3)
VideoMAC CNXv1-T 100 YT18 82.3 (+0.2)
Supervised [64] CNXv2-T - - 82.5
FCMAE [64] CNXv2-T 1600 IN1K 83.0 (+0.5)
VideoMAC CNXv2-T 100 YT18 82.9 (+0.4)

Table 5. Comparing VideoMAC with previous ConvNet-based
MIM approaches (e.g., Spark [54] and FCMAE [64]) on the im-
age downstream task, i.e., fine-tuning recognition accuracy (acc.)
on IN1K [11]. ‘PT’ and ‘FT’ indicate pre-training and fine-tuning.

provement of our VideoMAC as noteworthy and promising
compared to training from scratch and pre-training by MIM.
Visualization. We visualize reconstruction results from the
YT18 [68] validation set to analyze performance in MVM
pre-training. In Fig. 8, VideoMAC makes reasonable pre-
dictions about the masked regions, e.g., color and contour.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we present VideoMAC, an MVM pre-training
framework constructed fully using ConvNets. Our masked
modeling for frame pairs is executed by introducing an on-
line network (encoder and decoder) optimized by gradients,
as well as the target network that updates parameters via
EMA. Concurrently, for reconstruction results derived from
both online and target networks, our proposed loss of recon-
struction consistency between frame pairs paves the way for
temporal modeling. Our VideoMAC empowers a multitude
of ConvNets to reap the performance gains for downstream
tasks (e.g., video but also image) by MVM pre-training.
Limitation and Future Work. Existing ConvNet-based ar-
chitectures typically use a fixed downsampling ratio, which
in turn leads to a relatively fixed patch size. For future work,
we will investigate ConvNets with adjustable patch size, al-
lowing for higher feature resolution like ViT.
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